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Dispositions and Fetishes:Externalist
Models of MoralMotivation*
JAMES DREIER

Brown University

Internalismsays that if an agentjudges that it is right for her to 0, then she is motivated
to 0. The disagreement between Internalistsand Externalists runs deep, and it lingers
even in the face of clever intuition pumps. An argumentin Michael Smith's TheMoral
Problemseeks some leverage against Externalismfrom a point within normativetheory.
Smith argues by dilemma:Externalistseither fail to explain why motivationtracks moral
judgment in a good moral agent or they attribute a kind of fetishism to good moral
agents. I argue that there are alternativemodels of moral motivation available to Externalists, in particular a model according to which a good moral agent is one who is
effectively regulatedby a second orderdesire to desire to do what is right.

1. Introduction

Here is a well known thesis about the relation between moraljudgment and
motivation:
(Internalism) If an agent judges that it is right for her to b, then she is
motivatedto b.1
Internalismis presentedas a conceptualtruthaboutmoraljudgment, not as a
substantivemoral thesis. It is at issue in inetaethics,ratherthan in normative
theory proper.Not a metaethicaltheory itself, Internalismis an alleged fact
about ordinarymoral thought, a datumfor which a metaethical theory must
account. If it is a fact, then a theory gains an advantageinsofar as it explains
Internalism, and loses ground if it is inconsistent with Internalism. But
metaethicists do not agree about Internalism.Those who take it to be a fact
about ordinarymoral thinkingare Internalists.Othersare Externalists.Exter-

*

I

Thanks to David Schmidtz for some comments on a draft; to an anonymous referee for
two useful suggestions; and to Sarah Wright for some insightful remarks about the
general subject that she made in a seminar. Sarah's comments got me thinking along the
lines presentedin this paper.
This is one version of Internalism,a simplifiedderivativeof the one Michael Smith uses in
(Smith 1994); see pp. 60-6 1, and for other versions see the works cited on those pages.
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nalists, it appears,simply don't share the intuitions that seem so powerful to
Internalists.2

The disagreementbetween Internalistsand Externalistsruns deep, and it
lingers even in the face of clever intuitionpumps.3This debate in metaethics
might be at a standoff, each side standingfast on its intuitions. Standoffs of
this sort in philosophy are depressing.
In "Persons,Character,and Morality"BernardWilliams told an influential
story whose point was intended to be a point inside of normative theory
proper.4Williams considers a discussion of CharlesFried's5in which a man
could "save one of two persons in equal peril, and one of those in peril was,
say, his wife." Fried remarksthat "surelyit would be absurdto insist that ...
he must treat both equally, perhaps by flipping a coin." Williams adds,
"surely this is a justification on behalf of the rescuer, that the person he
chose to rescue was his wife?" And he says that by this something
"ambitious"might be intended,
essentially involving the idea that moral principle can legitimate his preference, yielding the
conclusion that in situationsof this kind it is at least all right (morallypermissible)to save one's
wife.... But this constructionprovides the agent with one thoughttoo many: it might have been
hoped by some (for instance, by his wife) that his motivating thought, fully spelled out, would
be the thoughtthat it was his wife, not that it was his wife and that in situationsof this kind it is
permissible to save one's wife.6

I will take it that the lesson to draw from the example is that there is
something objectionableabout a person who is motivatedby the thoughtthat
saving his wife is the right (or permissible) thing to do, ratherthan by the
thought that he can only save one and that woman is his wife. What "might

2

3

4
5
6
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For example, in (Brink 1986), (Brink 1989), esp. chapterthree; and more recently, (Brink
1997).
As (Dennett 1980) calls them. The pumps I'm thinking of are Hare's Missionaries, in
(Hare 1952), 9.4, pp. 148-50, and also Horgan's and Timmons' Moral Twin Earth, in
(Horgan 1992). Hare imagines a missionarycapturedby cannibals who intend to eat him.
The missionary attemptsto persuadethe cannibals that it would be wrong to eat him. At
first they do not understandwhat he means by 'wrong'; the missionaryexplains by telling
them what sorts of things are called 'wrong'. The cannibals come to understand the
descriptive content, but wonder why the wrongness of eating a missionary should count
against it.
Horgan's and Timmons' Moral Twin Earth is populated by English speakers who
subscribe to a broadly utilitarianmoral system in reflective equilibrium,so that although
they agree with earthling Anglophones in many moral judgments, they disagree in some
significantways. Horganand Timmons claim thatthe disagreementdoes not show that the
twin-English word 'wrong' merely has a somewhat different meaning from the English
word; we are still inclined to think that we and the Twin Earthlings disagree about
something, that our disputeisn't merely semantic.
(Williams 1981).
(Fried 1970), p. 227.
(Williams 1981), p. 18.
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have been hoped" was that the man would be motivated by a desire to save
his wife, and not by a desire to do the right thing.
Intuitions about Williams' example are strong, and they appear to be
independentof metaethicaltheory. In The Moral Problem, though, Michael
Smith pressed Williams' point into service on behalf of Internalism,against
Externalism, in what I will call (following Hallvard Lillehammer7) the
Fetishism argument.Smith presents this argumentas a kind of dilemma, but
Lillehammerfocuses on one horn of the dilemma,the "fetishismhorn".Here
is Smith's argument.8
A good and strong-willedperson will be reliably motivatedto do what he
believes to be right. Each metaethicaltheory must explain this fact. Internalist metaethical theories will already have an explanation,for any Internalist
theoryhas alreadyexplaineda conceptualconnectionbetweenmoraljudgment
and motivation. Externalists have no explanation of any such conceptual
connection, because they do not believe that there is one. But they too must
clearly agree that there is a conceptual connection between being a good9
moral agent and being reliably motivated to do what is right. Externalists
will explain this connection by saying what it is to be a good moral agent.
Smith thinks that they have to say that a good moral agent is one with good
moral motivations, and that in one or anotherway this characterizationwill
be cashed out by saying that a good moral agent is one who is motivated to
do what is right. Now consider the following sentence attributing moral
motivation to Kalista:
(K) Kalistadesires to do what is right.
(K) is ambiguous. It could mean that for each thing that is in fact right,
Kalista desires to do that thing. Or it could mean that Kalista has a desire
whose content is: to do whateveris right. Smith calls the first reading the de
re reading,and the second the de dicto reading.The argumentagainstExternalism is a dilemma.If the Externalistchooses the de dicto readinghe is impaled
on one horn, and if he chooses the de re reading then he is impaled on the
other.
Suppose (K) is given the de re reading. Kalista is a good moral agent in
virtue of her desiring to do what is, as a matterof fact, right. Now clearly she
7
8

9

(Lillehammer 1997).
(Smith 1994), pp. 71-76. In what follows I ignore some technical difficulties in sorting out
distinctions between desires to do what is right and desires to do what one believes to be
right. Some of these are discussed by Lillehammer. I don't think it is importantto the
argument to spell out the different sorts explicitly, and to do so would encumber the
exposition to follow.
Good and strong-willed, that is. Hereafter I omit the 'strong-willed'. In (Smith 1997),
Smith uses 'moralist' instead of 'good and strong-willedperson', and at p. 111, n. 27, he
explains that he regretsusing the earlierterminologywhich he now thinks is misleading.
DISPOSITIONSAND FETISHES
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won't be a good moral agent if her motivationis, say, to get a promotionby
pleasing her fine upstandingboss. Rathershe must be motivatednon-derivatively as Smith says, or as I shall say, originally, by whatever features of
actions make them right. But now suppose that Kalista is at first a libertarian, but comes to be convinced thatlibertarianismis incorrectand that a more
utilitarianmoral theory is correct. Then good moral agent that she is, she
will stop voting for Libertarianpolitical candidatesand startvoting for, say,
Social Democrats.A good moral agent's motivationstrackher moral beliefs.
Call this the trackingcondition.The de re interpretationof (K) cannotexplain
the tracking condition. For original concern for certain values is not apt to
change in the wake of changing belief. The de re reading is impaled on the
trackinghorn.
Suppose (K) is instead given the de dicto reading.Kalista is a good moral
agent in virtue of her desiring to do whatever turns out to be the right thing
to do. This desire is one she could have even if she has no idea of what the
right thing to do is, or if she is uncertain.On the de dicto reading, (K) does
explain tracking.But if the de dicto readingof (K) does characterizeKalista,
then she appearsto be the sort of agent thatWilliams found unattractive.She
is motivated to vote for Social Democrats,or to give money to famine relief,
not by the thought that in so doing she will benefit the starving and the
needy, but by the thought that in so doing she will do what she is morally
requiredto do. And this motivation is not what characterizesa good moral
agent. It is fetishistic, focusing on an aspect of the action removed from the
aspect that motivates good moral agents.10So the de dicto readingis impaled
on the fetishism horn.
If Smith's argumentis successful, then the standoff in metaethics might
be broken. It would, at least, draw supportfor Internalismfrom some more
squarely normativeintuitions, and that would be very welcome help. Unlike
Lillehammer, I do think that the Fetishism argument is at least largely
successful againstthe desire de dicto Externalistexplanationof moralmotivation.11 But this is far from the end of the story. For there are Externalist
alternatives.
10
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What Smith calls "fetishism"may be what J. J. C. Smart has in mind when he says that
deontological theories are infected with "ruleworship".See (Smart 1973), p. 6.
I say "largely" because while I think that a concern with rightness per se does look
morally unattractive when the object of moral concern is a particular person and her
well-being, and especially so when the person bears some special morally significant
relationship to the deliberator,the unattractivenessseems to me to dissipate somewhat
when the object of moral concern is something more abstractlike equality, or fairness, or
fidelity to promises. Is it so ugly for a promissorto use the rightnessof promise-keepingas
his reason for honoring a promise, rather than having an original concern for keeping
promises? I suppose I do think it is more admirableto be motivated by a direct concern
for promise-keeping, or perhaps for whatever it is that is importantabout promise-keeping, ratherthan for promise-keeping's rightness. But it's harder to get excited about it
JAMES DREIER
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In section 2, I present one of the alternatives:what I call the model of
Suggestible People. I consider two objectionsto this model and answerthem.
A fuller answer to the second objection occupies section 3, where I explain
two differentways in which a desire can be conditional.In section 4, I present
a different alternative Externalist model: the model of a person with the
second order desire to desire to do whateveris in fact right. I also argue (a)
that this model is distinct from the model of Suggestible People, and (b) that
it is superiorto the model of Suggestible People. In section 5, I reply to an
objection to the second order desire model, namely, that it suffers from its
own sort of fetishism. I conclude that there is no sound argument from
Williams' point to Internalism.
2. A Third Externalist Model: Suggestible

People

An analogy will help to clarify Smith's argument, and also to suggest the
thirdpath for Externalists.
2.1 My List of Foods
Suppose that I kept a list of foods, changing my list from time to time and
giving you hints about what was on the list, occasionally showing it to you.
And suppose that you had a desire to eat whateverwas listed. There are two
ways you could want to eat what was on my list. First, it might just so
happenthat I have listed exactly those foods that you like to eat. Or maybe it
isn't a coincidence, maybe I have been keeping tabs on you, and my list is
called "Thingsyou like to eat". Then your desire would be de re: it is true of
each item on my list that you desire to eat it. Admittedly this would be an
odd thing for me to do. But second, you might be the odd one. You might
have a peculiar desire de dicto, whose content was: to eat whateveris on the
list. Then you would ask me what was listed today and try to sneak a peak
every now and then. If you saw me writing 'avocado', you would want to eat
some avocados, even thoughat the momentyou can't standthem.
Now clearly in the first case you would not meet the tracking condition.
As my list changed, your culinary desires would not change in step with it
(unless by amazingcoincidence, or if I were trying to list your favorite foods
and kept good track).The de re desire (or really, desires, since it would be at
best very unnaturalto say that you had a single desire: to eat those things
which are, as a matterof fact, on my list; we would surely say that you had a
bunch of desires, one desire to eat avocados, one desire to eat bananachips,
one to eat cucumbers,and so on) does not meet the trackingcondition.
The problem with the de re desire to do what is right is precisely that it
does not meet the trackingcondition.A good moral agent will meet the trackthan it is to scorn the man who is motivatedby the thoughtthat it is morally right to save
one's wife. Felicia Ackermanpointed this out to me in conversation.
DISPOSITIONSAND FETISHES
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ing condition; her motivations will change to keep in step with her moral
beliefs.
In the second case, you would clearly meet the trackingcondition. Insofar
as your beliefs about my list were correct, your motivations would change
with my list, you would continue over time to desire (de dicto) to eat what
was listed. And even when your beliefs were false, you would still desire to
eat what you believed to be on my list, and your motivations would track
your beliefs. In this respect, you would be like the second Externalistmodel
of the good moral agent, whose motivations track what she believes to be
good, even as those beliefs change.
But when you came to desire to eat avocados, a true avocadophile would
frown, for you would not want to eat avocados for the right reason. You
would want to eat them only because they are listed. The avocadophilethinks
this is a disgusting attitude,a kind of list fetish. And the second Externalist
model of the good and strong-willed moral agent is subject to a fetishism
objection, too. A good moral agent wants to relieve the suffering of others,
not because relieving suffering is right, not because it is in the extension of
'right', not because it is on the List of Right Actions, but because she cares
directlyfor those who suffer. She likes avocados.
Can we imagine a person who meets the tracking condition and also
avoids fetishism?
2.2

SuggestibilityExplained

Suppose you have no particulardesire (de dicto) to eat what is listed, but you
do have an equally odd disposition: you are disposed to desire all and only
those foods you come to believe are on my list. Maybe you wear a patch on
your arm that delivers a slow but steady drip of medication that maintains
this disposition by exploiting your endocrine system. To you it feels like
this: you can't stand oysters, but as you watch me inscribe 'oysters' on my
list, you suddenlywarmto the idea, and you develop a craving for them. Call
a person with such a disposition, suggestible.
A suggestible person wants to eat whatever she believes is on my list.
She does not have any desire de dicto with the content:to eat what is on my
list. And when she comes to desire avocados, she does so in a way that an
avocadophile admires,for she just loves them. The suggestible person wants
avocados (when she sees them named on my list) in as thoroughly noninstrumentala way as can be. So she is no fetishist. But obviously she does
meet the trackingcondition.
The morally suggestible person has a (structurally)similar disposition. It
is a disposition to want to perform a certain kind of action upon coming to
believe that that kind of action is morally right. The morally suggestible
person has no standing de dicto desire to do what is right, or what she

624
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believes is right, and when she does desire to do certain actions which she
believes right, she doesn't desire them in a fetishistic way. She really does
love avocados. And she meets the tracking condition. Because of her
suggestibility, she predictably and regularly wants to do whatever she
believes to be right.
David Copp has proposedsomethingvery like this model as an alternative
to the two Externalistmodels suggested and rejectedby Smith. Copp writes,
[C]onsiderthe idea of a disposition to desire straightawayto do what one believes to be right.
A good and strong-willedperson might have this disposition. If so, and if she comes to believe
it is right to vote, she desires straightawayto vote without deriving this desire from an underlying desire.12

It is this sort of person that I have in mind. I am calling such a person, a
morally suggestible person. A morally suggestible person meets both challenges: she meets the tracking condition, and she is no fetishist. Can an
Externalistuse moral suggestibility as a model of good moral agency? Or is
there somethingwrong with the model?
2.3

Two Objections
First Objection
The descriptionof suggestible people is a sham, because it attributes
to such people certain dispositions while denying that they have
certainde dicto desires. The dispositionsattributedsimply are the de
dicto desires in question. So it's as though you have attemptedto
stipulatethata certainpolygon has three sides but not three angles.

I think this objection may be one that Michael Smith used in The Moral
Problem, though not as an objection so much as a hasty way to conclude that
on an Externalistmodel, a good moral person must be one who desires to do
what is right. He attributesto the Externalistthe claim "that what explains
the reliable connection between judgement and motivation is a motivational
disposition I have in virtue of which I count as a good person.""3Smith adds,
"In other words, what explains the reliabilityof the connection is the content
of my moral motivation."And then he canvasses the two possible motivational contents: the content given by the de re reading of (K) and the one
given by the de dicto reading of (K). Later, Smith puts what I take to be the
same point like this.
[Externalistscould say] that moralistschange their motivationsin this way because what makes
someone a moralist is the fact that they are simply so disposed that they change their desires
12
13

(Copp 1997), p. 50.
(Smith 1994), p. 73.
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given that they change their moral beliefs.... In other words, the moralist is someone who
simply desires, contingently,to do what is right.14

I think Smith is essentially making my First Objection.
Here is a simple reply to the First Objection. When the suggestible
person discovers that I have listed avocados, she comes to desire avocados in
an original way, directly, not instrumentallyas a way to satisfy her general
desire to eat what is on my list. Someone with the de dicto desire to eat what
is on my list comes to desire avocados only instrumentally,when she learns
that I have listed them. So that is an obvious difference. But it suggests the
Second Objection.
Second Objection
The reply just given, saying that the desires that the morally
suggestible person is disposed to have are not instrumentaldesires,
contradictsthe definitionor essence of an instrumentaldesire. For an
instrumentaldesire is one that is contingent upon a certain belief.
That is the only grasp we have on the notion of an instrumental
desire.
I don't think Smith has ever made this objection, but it is suggested by the
first. The idea is an essentially functionalist one. It is that what makes a
desire to 0 instrumentalis that, for some if, it is contingent on a belief that
by M-ingone will /f. What identifies my desire to be wealthy as an instrumental desire is that it is contingenton my beliefs about what wealth can get
me, whereas by contrast someone who has fetishized wealth wants to be
wealthy independentof what he thinks money can buy. Since a suggestible
person's desire to eat avocados is contingent on her belief that I have listed
avocados, that desire is instrumental,and similarly, the morally suggestible
person's desire to help the poor is contingent on his belief that helping the
poor is right, and so it is an instrumentaldesire.
But the thought behind this Second Objection seems to be false. For if
you are suggestible, and come to believe that I have listed avocados, what
happens to you is that you suddenly find yourself wanting to eat avocados.
You would find the very thought of eating avocados to drive you wild with
desire. Your mouth waters as you contemplateguacamole. Imagine instead a
personwho would, upon learningthatI had listed avocados,feel a very grudging desire to eat some. Her lips would puckerup with disgust, but she would
think, "Oh well, I guess I'd better."It seems exactly apt to ascribe to her the
de dicto desire to eat what is on my list. But it seems particularlyinapt to
ascribethatdesire to the suggestibleperson.
14
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(Smith 1997), p. 112.
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While this reply seems compelling, it rests heavily on the phenomenology of desire. That is not a good resting place. For the Second Objector
might plausibly deny that desires are mainly characterized by their
phenomenology, and especially that such a deep and structuralfeature of a
desire as whetherit is instrumentalcould depend on how it feels. I have some
sympathy with this claim, myself. Fortunately,I have a more satisfactory,
thoughmore complicatedreply.
3. Two Ways a Desire Can Be Conditional
I said above that a suggestible person's desire to eat avocados is contingent
on her belief that by eating them she will eat what is on my list (that is to
say, on her belief that avocados are on the list). But there are two ways in
which a desire can be contingent.A desire's instrumentalityis relatedto only
one of those ways, and not to the way in which the suggestible person's
desire is contingent.
So first, a desire can be contingent on some proposition,p (for example,
the propositionthat Marthabelieves I have listed avocados) in the sense that
its existence depends on p. If tomorrowp is no longer the case, then the
desire will no longer exist; if p had not been the case, the desire would not
have existed. A suggestible person's desire for avocados is contingentin this
way on the proposition that she believes avocados are listed, But second, a
desire can be contingent on p in the sense that its content, or its satisfaction
condition, is itself conditionedon p. For example, your desire to fly a kite in
the parktomorrowis conditionalon there not being a hurricane.The desire is
not satisfied if you fly a kite in the park tomorrow in a hurricane. It is
common to have desires whose existence is contingent on a certainproposition, but whose content is not conditioned on the proposition. For example,
Derek Parfit's desire that Venice not sink into the sea"5is obviously contingent on the proposition that Parfitis alive, for it would not exist if he were
not alive and it will not exist when he dies. But its content is not conditional
on Parfit'sbeing alive, for its satisfactionconditions in no way entail that he
lives. I will say that a desire is contingent on p if its existence depends on p,
and conditionedon p if its contentor satisfactiondependson p.
Now a desire to 4 that is conditionedon the propositionthat by 4-ing one
will yf is, plausibly at least, an instrumentaldesire; one desires to 0 only as
a means to yf-ing.16But a desire to 4 that is contingent on one's believing
15
16

See (Parfit1984), p. 151.
Only "plausibly",because there are various complications. For one thing, one might be
desiring to 4 as a way of K-ing, for example, if I desire to run as a way of getting exercise. Furthermore,one might be desiring to 4, not as a way or means to 4-ing, but as a
way or means to doing somethingthat has 4-ing as a byproduct,for example, my desire to
take an aspirin only if by taking an aspirin I will lower the column of mercury in the
thermometer sticking out of my ear. I do not desire to take the aspirin as a means of
DISPOSITIONSAND FETISHES
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that by M-ingone will Vf is not, at least not necessarily, an instrumental
desire. To see this, considerJulius.
Julius has an unpleasantand irrationalantipathyto Romans. This antipathy is caused, in some extrarationalway, by his belief that one of his ancestors is Roman. Julius does not know which ancestor it is, nor does he have
any other feelings or beliefs about this ancestor. It's not that he dislikes the
ancestor, is ashamed of him, or anything like that. But if Julius came to
believe that he does not after all have a Roman ancestor, he would immediately lose his prejudiceagainst Romans. So Julius desires to avoid Romans,
and this desire is contingent on his belief that by avoiding Romans he will
avoid people from the birthplace of one of his ancestors. But it is clearly
wrong to say that he desires to avoid Romans in order to avoid people from
the birthplace of one of his ancestors. If this is not clear enough, think of
what would happen if Julius came to believe that none of his ancestors was
Roman after all. He would lose his prejudice. And then he would certainly
not desire to avoid anyone from the birthplaceof one of his ancestors. By
losing the belief, he would lose not only the contingent desire, but the only
plausible candidatefor the end towardwhich the contingentdesire might be a
means. But instrumentaldesires don't work that way. If I want to swallow
this pill as a means to reducingmy fever, and then come to believe that swallowing the pill will not reducemy fever, I do not lose the desire to reduce my
fever.
So desires thatare contingenton one's believing a conditionalproposition
are not thereby shown to be instrumentaldesires. The sort of contingency
that demonstratesinstrumentalityis the other kind, the conditionality of a
desire. A suggestible person's desire for avocados is not conditioned on the
person's belief that avocados are listed, nor is it conditioned on avocados
actually being listed. But that is exactly the sort of contingency that is
relevant to instrumentality.So the suggestible person's desire for avocados is
not instrumental.By contrast,a person who desires de dicto to eat what is on
my list does have a merely instrumentaldesire to eat what is on my list, for
that desire is conditioned on avocados being listed. Similarly, a morally
suggestible person's desire to help the needy is contingent on her belief that
by helping the needy she will be doing the right thing, but it is not conditioned on the proposition that by helping the needy she will be doing the
right thing. Her desire to help the needy is conditioned on nothing at all. So
the morally suggestible person desires originally, not instrumentally,to help
the needy.
The Second Objectionis thus refuted.I don't think it should be surprising
that it fails. For remember Williams' point. It was that the man who is
lowering the column of mercury, but as a means to something that has lowering the
column of mercuryas a byproduct.I will ignore these complications.
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motivated by the thought that helping his wife is morally right seems somehow defective in his motivations.An agent is a moral fetishist, in our sense,
just in case what appeals to the agent about the moral actions that she wants
to perform,is that they are moral actions. The good moral agent, by contrast,
finds attractive the properties that ground the rightness, the right-making
properties, or what she takes to be the right making properties. But then it
seems very plain that the morally suggestible person is no fetishist. For her
disposition is a disposition to desire to 0 when she comes to believe that 4ing is right. For instance, when she comes to believe that helping the needy
is right, she develops a desire to help the needy. And then it is the thought,
"By giving money to the Red Cross I will help the needy" that motivates her
to give money to the Red Cross. There is no thought of rightness as such in
her motivating thought.
I am going to argue that moral suggestibility is not a good Externalist
model of moral motivation. First, though, I will introduce another alternative. The problem with the moral suggestibility model will emerge more
clearly by comparisonwith this alternative.
4. Another Externalist Model: Second Order Desires
In reply to the suggestion of Copp's I mentioned above, Smith writes,
"Insteadof saying, as I suggest, thatmoralistspossess a desire to do the right
thing, they [Copp and David Brink] both suggest what makes someone a
moralistis the fact that they have a desire to acquirenoninstrumentaldesires
to perform acts with right-makingfeatures."17I don't think that was Copp's
suggestion. It may have been Brink's suggestion.18But as a matter of fact,
whether it was anyone's suggestion at all, it matches nicely an idea introduced by David Schmidtzin anothercontext.
4.1 Secondorderdesiresand maieuticends
Schmidtz argues19that even accordingto a generallyinstrumentalconception
of practical reasoning, a person might still be able to choose final ends. A
final end is one thatis pursuedfor its own sake and not merely for the sake of
something else. Traditionally it has been supposed that an instrumentalist
about practical reason cannot accept that final ends might be chosen, or at
least not chosen for a reason, since the only practicalreasons we can have are
instrumentalones. But Schmidtz introducesthe idea of a maieutic end: "an

17
18

19

(Smith 1997), p. 115.
In (Brink 1997). Brink notes, "It is quite plausible that morality itself enjoins intrinsic
concern for oneself and one's intimates,"(p. 27), and later, "It is not that these forms of
special concern causally bring about dutiful action; it is, rather,that they are part of one's
duty." (p. 29)
(Schmidtz 1994).
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end achieved through the process of coming to have other ends."2"1As an
example, he offers the goal of having a career.You might choose a careerin
medicine instrumentally,perhapsbecause you want to have a large income
and believe that by having a career in medicine you would have a large
income. Or you mightjust think that careerscome with certaingoals of their
own, goals which are satisfying to pursue. You choose medicine for this
reason, an instrumentalone. But once you have chosen medicine as a career,
the goals you have-of relieving suffering, being a respectedmember of the
medical community,and so forth-are goals you pursue for their own sakes.
Having adoptedthese goals for one reason, you then pursuethem not for that
reason but for reasons internalto the outlook of your profession.
Notice that some maieutic ends can only be satisfied by the adoption of
some fairly specific sort of final end. For instance, you might want to have a
career that feels intrinsically rewarding,that "fills your life with meaning,"
that gives you a sense of purpose. It is plausible that only a career anchored
by final ends like the end of relieving the suffering of the sick can achieve
this maieuticend. Becoming the sort of doctorwho cares for his patientsonly
instrumentallyjust won't do the trick.21
A maieutic end is much like a second orderdesire. To have a maieutic end
is to desire to have certain ends, or ends of a certain type. If your end is to
have a career, and part of having a career is having certain other ends, then
one of your ends is to have ends of a certain kind. Your desire would be to
have the desires constitutiveof a rewardingcareer(and also, of course, to have
the otherthings that constitutea rewardingcareer).You would want to desire
to cure the sick, you would want to desire to have the respect of the medical
community, and so forth. This want is a second order desire. Now not all
second orderdesires are effective. I might want to stop desiringjunk food, but
my wanting it doesn't make it so. But suppose that a particularsecond order
desire, the desire to value for their own sake those things that are (or that one
believes to be) morally right, is an effective one. Then someone who had
such a desire would be the sort of person Smith thinks that Brink and Copp
are describing.And such a person would, I think,be a plausible model for an
Externalist of a good moral agent. Let's call him David. According to this
model, "whatmakes someone a moralistis the fact that they have a desire to
acquire noninstrumentaldesires to performacts with right-makingfeatures"
(as Smith puts it in the quotationcited above).
The model passes both tests. David's motivations will track his changes
in moral view, for once he comes to believe that, say, voting for Social
Democrats is right, David's second order desire will kick in and he will
20
21
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actually desire to vote for Social Democrats. And David is no fetishist. For
his end of having moral ends is maieutic, and the ends to which it gives rise
are, once arisen, free standing, final ends ratherthan instrumentalones. He
desires to vote for Social Democratsbecause (a genuinelycausal 'because') he
believes that it is right to do so, but once the desire is generated it is not
conditioned on the belief that voting for Social Democratsis right, any more
than our doctor's desire to cure the sick is conditioned on his belief that
medicine would be a satisfying career.The doctorchose medicine because he
expected it to be satisfying (and lucrative),but once chosen and its constitutive ends adopted, the careeris no longer pursuedfor (merely) instrumental
reasons.
4.2 Moral suggestibilityis not a second orderdesire
Smith is wrong to say that Copp's model, which is a model of a morally
suggestible person, is a model of someone with a second order desire to do
what is right. To show that he is wrong, I will provide a new test, a more
sophisticated version of the tracking condition. We will see that the moral
suggestibilitymodel fails this test, while the second orderdesire model passes
it. The argumentwill show both that the two models are distinct, and that the
second orderdesiremodel is superior.
A morally suggestible person meets the tracking condition: her motivations change in step with her moral beliefs. But her motivations do not seem
to track her general doxastic state in quite the right way. The example of
Ursula shows why not.22
Suppose Ursula is a utilitarian.She believes that utilitarianmoral theory
is true. And suppose that she is morally suggestible. So Ursula desires that
the net happiness of sentient beings be maximized. Like many utilitarians,
and contraryto unflatteringportrayalsof utilitarianism,Ursula cares about
people (and other animals) and their happiness and suffering; she is not
concerned originally with abstractquantitiesor measures. But although she
does believe that utilitariantheory is correct, Ursula has a healthy sense of
her own fallibility. She has found herself unable to give answers to
challenges raised recently in her moral philosophy class by adherents to
rights-based theories. She thinks it is possible, though not likely, that some
individual rights should properly act as side constraints against utility
maximization.

Ursula is sufficiently self-aware that she knows she is morally
suggestible. So she knows that if she ever does come to believe in genuine
moral side constraints, she will desire to abide by them. This troubles her,
22

Sarah Wright used an example like my Ursula example, as an objection to the Moral
Suggestibility model of moral motivation, in some comments delivered in a seminar at
Brown. I thank her for it.
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but not in the way such uncertainty might trouble you or me. You or I
would, presumably, be troubled by the thought that in our juggernautic
pursuit of utilitarianismwe might be doing something terriblywrong. What
troublesUrsula is that she might someday correctly become convinced that a
rights theory is correct, and then she would no longer pursue utilitarianism
wholeheartedly. Naturally this bothers her a great deal, because it means
much of the suffering that she could relieve would remain in the world. For
her, there is no compensation in the fact that she would be respecting
people's rights, because Ursuladoesn't care at all aboutanyone's rights. This
attitudeseems strange,but it is the attitudeof a morally suggestible person.
It is not the attitudeof a person with a second orderdesire that she desire
to do whateveris right-of David, say. David wants to desire to do whatever
is in fact the right thing to do. If David thought it possible that moral side
constraintswere a fundamentalfeatureof truemorality,his second orderdesire
would motivate him to investigate. For he wants to have desires of a certain
sort (namely, ones whose objects are morally right actions), and he knows
that there is a significantchance that the only way he can have desires of that
sort is by thorough moral reflection and investigation. So he will be
motivatedto investigate. But the attitudeof a morally suggestible person like
Ursula will be more like a fear that she might come to change her mind.
To see that this must be the attitudeof the morally suggestible, note that
in considering the possibility that there are genuine and important moral
rights, Ursula acquires no motivation whatsoever. She does not now care
about any such rights, and she has no conditional desire to respect them if
they really are well groundedtheoretically.Her moral suggestibilityprovides
her with no such concern. The connection between her moral beliefs and her
motivations is a pure disposition, not a rationalconnection. Some analogous
examples may help to make Ursula's situationmore plain.
Recall Julius, who has the unpleasantand irrationalantipathyto Romans,
caused by his belief that one of his ancestors is a Roman. But suppose we
have caught Julius before he has found out anything about his ancestors. So
far, he has no prejudiceagainst Romans, but if he were to discover that one
of his ancestors is a Roman, he would come to have that prejudice.Suppose
that Julius is keenly self-aware, so that he knows he has this disposition to
develop prejudices.Since Julius,like you and me, does not want to be saddled
with irrationalprejudice, he is glad that he doesn't believe that any of his
ancestors is Roman. But he is worried, because he thinks he might just
possibly have a Roman ancestor,and he is afraidthat if he learns more about
his family tree, there is a small chance that he will find some Roman ancestor lurking in his past. Julius's reaction, quite sensibly it seems, is to avoid
finding out any more than he alreadyknows about his ancestry.For he does
not want to develop a desire to avoid Romans. Of course, he thinks it is
unlikely that any of his ancestors are Roman, but there is a chance, and it is
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not one he wants to take. Ursula's epistemic situation is analogous to
Julius's. That is why she wants to avoid engaging in any more moral theorizing. She is afraid she might possibly learn that individual rights are morally
important,and that her suggestibility would be triggered and she would no
longer do everything she could to relieve suffering and promote happiness.
Unlikely, but not a chance she is willing to take.
Here is a different example. This example will confuse the issue, but
only, I hope, temporarily.Markdoes not like snails. Markis suggestible; he
is disposed to desire to eat things upon discovering that they are on my list.
And he knows that he is suggestible. Though Mark does not believe that I
have listed snails, he thinks that I just might do a disgusting, sneaky thing
like that, and of course he knows that if he ever does discover that I have
listed snails, he will desire to eat them. What should Mark's attitude be
toward acquiringfurtherinformationaboutmy list? An old joke: I don't like
snails, and I'm glad I don't, because if I liked them I would eat them, and I
can't standthe creepy things. But Mark,no doubt, will at least have no aversion to finding out that I've added snails to my list. He knows he would then
desire to eat snails, and he does not now desire to eat snails, but this ought
not to bother him. Why is Mark's attitude not analogous to Ursula's or
Julius's? Is one of the stories wrong?
Even beyond their preferencesfor foods, most people have a desire to eat
things they like. This desire is not a mere 'desire by courtesy', like the
general desire that one's desires be satisfied, or the general belief that one's
beliefs are true. The desire to eat things you like has independentforce and
import. For it means that you now desire that you will eat snails five years
hence if you will like snails five years hence, even if you do not like them
now. And it means that you prefer that if you did like snails, you would eat
them, even if you do not, as a matter of fact, like them. The desire to eat
things you like is, as far as I can tell, just an instance or instrumentof the
more general desire for pleasurableexperiences. Eating things you like is a
pleasurable experience. This is why Mark's case is unlike Julius's or
Ursula's. For most people, eating snails has no independent importance
above and beyond the provision of pleasurable(or unpleasant)experience. It
might be different if snails were particularly wholesome or particularly
unwholesome. If they were, or if Markhad some otherspecial reason to want
to avoid snails, his case would be different.
Ursula and Julius do not expect to gain any particularly pleasurable
experience by acquiringand acting on the desires they might acquireif they
learned more. Or perhaps they would, but the importanceto them of these
experiences pales in comparison to other aspects of the desires and their
targets. For Julius, the problem is that if he were to discover that one of his
ancestorswere Roman, and thus acquirea desire to avoid Romans, he would
frustratea desire (or better, a value) that he now has. The prejudice would
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interferewith the ordinaryimportantrunningof his life, and furthermoreit is
a trait of characterwhich he now finds disturbing.For Ursula, the problemis
that if she were to learn that rights really are morally important,and thus
acquirea desire to respectthem, her presentdesire to contributeto the welfare
of sentientbeings would be at least partlyfrustrated.And this desire, unlike a
desire to avoid eating snails, is not conditionedon its own persistence.
Now surely Ursula's is entirelythe wrong attitudefor a good moral agent.
A good moral agent who believes utilitarianismbut thinks that there is a
chance that a rights-basedtheory is correctwould surely want to investigate
the possibility. So while a morally suggestible person does meet the simple
tracking condition, in that her motivations follow aroundher moral beliefs,
she does not meet a more sophisticatedtrackingcondition, because her motivations do not respondproperlyto her moral uncertainty.
I conclude that the moral suggestibility model is distinct from the second
orderdesire model of moral motivation,and that moral suggestibility is not a
good model because it fails the sophisticatedtrackingcondition. The second
orderdesire model, on the other hand, looks so far to be an acceptableExternalist alternative.
In the final section, I will consider a challenge to the second orderdesire
model. I will argue that the challenge is not successful, and that the second
orderdesiremodel is indeedan acceptableExternalistalternative.
5. Fetishism at the Second Order of Desire
As I said, Smith attributesthe second orderdesire model to Brink and Copp.
And he objects to this view, he says, for exactly the same reason that he
objects to the de dicto model of the morally good person, namely, that it is a
model of a fetishist, not of a good moral agent. I find his reasoning somewhat difficult to follow, but here is what he says.
It thus is not the case that they [Brink and Copp, as defenders of the second order desire
model] are committed to the false view that morally virtuous people are ultimately motivated
by the fact that their acts have right-makingfeatures,rather,when they act, they are motivated
by the featuresthat they believe to be right-makingfeaturesthemselves.
Sure enough, when they act, they are appropriatelymotivated. But what ultimately moves
them, as moralists? All Brink and Copp have managed to do is to reorient the fetish that their
so-called morally virtuous people possess. It isn't now about their actions. Rather it is about
themselves and their own desires. As I described them they were ultimately motivated by a
desire that their acts have right-makingfeatures, not be the features that they believed to be
right-makingfeatures themselves. This seems to me perverse, and Brink and Copp apparently
agree. But as Brink and Copp describe morally virtuous people they are ultimately motivated
by the fact that they have noninstrumentaldesires to perform acts with right-makingfeatures,
not by the fact that they have noninstrumentaldesires to perform acts with the features that
they believe to be the right-makingfeatures themselves.... They should therefore agree that
the morally virtuous person they describe sounds equally precious, equally self-absorbed,
equally fixated on something that isn't of any moral significance: the moral standing of the
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contents of his first-orderdesires, rather than the features in virtue of which his first-order
desires have the moral standingthey have.23

As I understandit, Smith's complaint is that a second order desire with the
content, that whatever is right I desire to do, is fetishistic. To clarify, we
might again distinguish senses of a desire attribution by disambiguating
scope. (Or to put it as Smith did originally, there are two desires, the second
orderone and its firstorderobject, thatmight be de re.)
(D) D. desires thathe desire to do what is right.
This time we have three possibilities.
(i)

Desiree desires that (Desiree desires that (x) (if x is right then
Desiree does x)).

(ii)

David desires that (x) (if x is right then (David desires that David
does x)).

(iii)

(x) [If x is right,then (Dana desires that(Danadesires thatDana does

The first attributesto Desiree the desire to be a fetishist.
The third is what Smith thinks must be true for Dana to be a good moral
agent. But (iii) could not explain tracking.
The second is the claim that Smith attributesto Brink and Copp, and he
thinks it means that David is a fetishist. It's not thatDavid's desire to act has
been misplaced. It's that his desire to desire things is misplaced. For example, suppose David comes to believe that it is right to end the practice of
using chimps in medical research.So he desires thathe desire to preventsuch
use. But David has this second order desire only instrumentally,only as a
way of achieving his real goal, which is to desire to do those things which
are, in fact, morally right. A good agent would care originally, not instrumentally, aboutdesiring to save chimps.
Smith also appearsto be suggesting that David's first order motivations
are infected with the fetishism of his second ordermotivations, for he says:
"as Brink and Copp describe morally virtuous people they are ultimately
motivated by the fact that they have noninstrumentaldesires to performacts
with right-makingfeatures."Whetheror not Smith means to say so, it does
not appear to be true. There is a sense in which the second order desire is
David's "ultimate"motivation, but the ultimacy is only causal. His first
order motivations are caused by his second order motivations, but once in
place they no longer depend, in any rationalway, on the existence or content
23

(Smith 1997), pp. 115-16.
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of the second order motive. In Schmidtz's terminology, the end of having
moral ends is maieutic; once it gives birth to the moral ends themselves,
those new ends have their own lives, and might be sustained by other new
concerns or merely by their own inertia.
Still, there is a challenge to be met. Even if David is not convicted of acting for the wrong reasons, out of the wrong motives, he might be guilty of
desiring for the wrongreasons.
Does (ii) mean that David is a fetishist? To be moved by the thought of
righteousnessis to have one's motivationsremoved from their propertarget,
which is the characteristicsof the action that make it right.24But now we are
wondering whether a similar point holds when you are thinking about what
to desire. You are sitting in your office, thinking about Williams' example,
and you wonder what would motivate you in such a situation. You hope,
let's suppose, that you would be motivated by the thought that it is your
wife (or your husband).Why do you hope so? If (ii) is true, David hopes so
because he thinks that is the morally best motivation to have. Smith thinks
that David's hope ought to be motivated, not by the thought this is the
morally right motivation to have, but by the thought that, after all, it would
be his wife. That is Smith's complaintagainstthe second orderdesire model.
But Smith is wrong.
First, notice that nobody can complain about the desire itself, the second
order desire that (ii) attributes.It is common ground that a person ought to
want to be moved by right-makingcharacteristicsof actions, and that she
ought to want this even if she is not sure what the right-makingfeatures of
actions are. If she were told that some day in the future she will see clearly
what features of actions are the right-makingones, and asked whether she
hopes that when that day comes she will be motivatedby those features, she
surely must say that she does hope so. Otherwiseshe could hardlybe called a
good moral agent. So it is not (ii) itself that provides any ground for
complaint, not its truth.The groundfor complaintwould have to be that the
second order desire attributedby (ii) is playing the role in the model that
really ought to be played by somethingelse.
But second, it would be a mistake to think that the second order desire
plays too much of a role. While the second orderdesire does play an original
causal role in generatingthe admirablefirst ordermotivations,it needn't play
any maintenancerole once the first ordermotivationis formed.Think of what
happens once David has appreciatedthe rightness of working to end chimp
experimentation.He now cares originally, not instrumentallyabout ending
the experiments.And because he cares aboutending the experiments,he cares
24
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about those means that are instrumentaltowardending them, and in particular, he desires, hopes, to continue to be motivated by the thought of chimpanzee suffering (since he won't act unless he cares, and he wants to act). So
now he has anothersecond orderdesire: he wants to continue to want to end
chimp experimentation.This new second orderdesire is thoroughlyde re. No
thought of rightness enters into it. It is an importantdesire, I think. A first
order desire to end chimp experimentationthat was maintainedonly by the
general second order desire to want what is right, would seem rather too
tenuous, too much like Mark'sdesire to avoid eating snails.
Third,David's first orderdesire to end chimp experimentationis not at all
conditioned on its being right to do so. This last point may not be obvious.
It is an open question, not settled by anything said about David so far,
whetherhis desire to end chimp experimentationis contingent on his continuing to believe that it is right to do so. I am not sure, myself, whether a
good moral agent's desires would all be contingentin this way. I suspect not.
I suspect thatif you were persuadedthat contributingmoney to aid the suffering was morally right, that you would continue to care about it even if you
were later convinced thatrugged individualismwas a sounderbasis for moral
prescription.But in any case, whethercontingentor not, the first orderdesire
is not conditioned on the rightness of the action. The simplest way to show
this is to examine the formula (ii). The consequent of its quantifiedconditional is just the formula,
David desiresthatDavid does x
and not, in particular,
David desires thatDavid does x so long as x is right
The contentof the firstorderdesirethatis generatedby the second orderdesire
is not conditionedon the rightnessof doing x.
Let me sum up.
It would be important, and gratifying, and interesting if the Internalist/Externalistimpasse in metaethics could be broken by appeal to Bernard
Williams' "one thought too many" point from normative theory. Michael
Smith argues that any Externalist model of moral motivation is subject to
the fetishism objection derived from Williams' point, or else it fails (what I
called) the trackingcondition.Smith originallyconsideredonly two Externalist models: the de dicto desire to do what is right, and the de re desire to do
what is right. The first is fetishistic. The second fails the trackingcondition.
I explained two alternativemodels that an Externalistmight employ: the
model of a Morally Suggestible person, and the model of someone with a
second orderdesire that for every right action x, he desire to do x. I showed
that these models are genuinely distinct, both from the first order de dicto
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desire model and from each other.And both new models meet Smith's original criteria:neitheris a model of a fetishist, both meet the trackingcondition.
The Moral Suggestibilitymodel, however, fails a more sophisticatedtracking
condition, since a Morally Suggestible person will not respond in the
intuitively right way to her own moral uncertainty.The second model, on the
other hand, is an adequatemodel for an Externalist.It meets even the more
sophisticated tracking condition. And, contrary to Smith's complaint, an
agent with a second orderdesire to desire to do what is right is not a fetishist,
even at the second orderof desire.
Internalistswill have to rejoin the dispute with Externalists back at the
metaethicallevel.
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